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Abstract
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, the idea of imposing fiscal discipline through a balanced-budget rule has gained con-

siderable importance in the economic policy debate. This is reflected perhaps most clearly in the proposed

balanced budget amendment that was passed by the United States House of Representatives on January 26,

1995 but failed passage in the Senate. Yet, little light has been shed on the consequences of balanced budget

rules for business cycle fluctuations beyond the basic Keynesian insight that balanced budget rules amplify

business cycles by requiring tax increases and expenditure cuts during recessions and the reverse during

booms. Even less theoretical work has been devoted to understanding the implications of balanced budget

rules for nominal stability, and in particular, to understanding the restrictions that such a fiscal policy rule

may impose on monetary policy, if nominal stability is to be preserved.

This paper fills this gap by providing an analysis of the implications of a balanced budget requirement

for the determinacy of the price level under alternative monetary policy regimes. The type of balanced-

budget rule we focus on is one in which each period the primary surplus—the difference between taxes

and government expenditures—is required to be equal to the interest payments on the outstanding public

debt. We combine this balanced budget rule with three simple monetary policy specifications: a nominal

interest rate peg, a money growth rate peg, and a feedback rule whereby the nominal interest rate is set as

an increasing function of the inflation rate. We conduct the analysis within the cash-in-advance model with

cash and credit goods developed by Lucas and Stokey (1987).

We find that under the balanced-budget rule the price level is indeterminate when the monetary authority

follows an interest rate peg and is determinate when the monetary authority follows a money growth rate

peg. These results are not necessary consequences of the monetary policy specifications alone. For example,

Auernheimer and Contreras (1990), Sims (1994), and Woodford (1994), find that if the primary surplus is

set exogenously, then an interest rate peg delivers a unique price level. This comparison highlights that given

the monetary policy regime the adoption of a balanced-budget rule may have important consequences for

nominal stability.

If the balanced budget rule is combined with the feedback rule, the price level is determinate when the

nominal interest rate is moderately sensitive to the inflation rate, and is indeterminate when the nominal

interest rate is either very responsive or little responsive to the inflation rate. Again, this result is driven by

the particular fiscal regime we analyze; for the same feedback rule we consider Leeper (1991) shows that

when the primary surplus is exogenous — a fiscal policy to which he refers as active — the price level is not

indeterminate regardless of how sensitive the feedback rule is.1

Leeper also shows that if the primary surplus is increasing in and sensitive enough to the stock of pub-

lic debt — a fiscal policy to which he refers as passive — the price level is indeterminate for relatively

insensitive feedback rules and is determinate otherwise.2 Leeper's passive fiscal policy is similar to our

balanced-budget rule because under both policies taxes are an increasing function of the stock of public

1Leeper studies local equilibria by characterizing solutions to a linear approximation of the equilibrium conditions near a steady
state. By contrast, we perform a global analysis characterizing solutions to the exact equilibrium conditions.

2See Woodford (1995) and Canzoneri and Diba (1996) for further analysis of the relationship between the monetary-fiscal
regime and price level determination.
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debt. The reason why in our model, unlike in Leeper's, highly sensitive monetary feedback rules render

the equilibrium price level indeterminate is that in our model the nominal interest rate affects the consump-

tion/leisure, or cash/credit, margin. In Leeper's model this effect is not present because in his endowment

money-in-the-utility-function model with a separable single-period utility function, the marginal utility of

consumption is independent of the nominal interest rate in equilibrium.

In practice, balanced-budget proposals typically allow fiscal authorities to run secondary surpluses.

Therefore, our benchmark definition of the balanced-budget rule, although analytically convenient, is clearly

unrealistic since it forces the government to run a zero secondary surplus on a period-by-period basis. How-

ever, it turns out that our main results are not driven by this particular specification of the balanced-budget

rule. Specifically, we show that in the case in which either the real or the nominal secondary surplus is

positive and exogenous the price level remains indeterminate under an interest rate peg.

The balanced-budget requirement has implications for optimal monetary policy. We find that under a

strict balanced-budget rule that eliminates budget surpluses as well as budget deficits the optimal quantity

of money advocated by Milton Friedman — a monetary policy consistent with a zero nominal interest rate

— cannot be attained under any of the three monetary regimes considered because in this case no rational

expectations equilibrium exists. However, if the balanced budget requirement allows for positive secondary

surpluses an equilibrium consistent with the optimal quantity of money may or may not exist. For example,

if the balanced budget rule is combined with a money growth rate peg and is implemented in such a way

that the public debt converges to zero, or if the balanced budget rule is combined with an interest rate peg

and is implemented in such a way that the real secondary surplus is at least in one period strictly positive,

an equilibrium consistent with the optimal quantity of money exists.

In the next section we describe the formal model and the fiscal policy regime. In sections 3, 4, and

5 we analyze the implications of the balanced-budget rule for price level determinacy when the monetary

authority follows, respectively, an interest rate peg, a money growth rate peg, and a feedback rule linking

the nominal interest rate to inflation. Section 6 concludes.

2 A Cash-in-Advance Economy

Households

In this section, we present a model of a cash-in-advance economy in which public and private consumption

are cash goods and leisure is a credit good.3 The economy is assumed to be populated by an infinite number

of identical households with log-linear single-period utility functions defined over consumption,ct, and

leisure,1� ht, who seek to maximize their lifetime utility

E0

1X
t=0

�t[ln(ct) + � ln(1� ht)]; � > 0 (1)

3The presentation of the model follows Woodford (1994).
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where� 2 (0; 1) denotes the subjective discount factor andEt denotes the expectation operator conditional

on information available in periodt. Each periodt � 0 is divided into two non-overlapping markets. In the

first market households use their nominal wealth at the beginning of the period,Wt, to pay lump–sum taxes,

Tt, to acquire money,M c
t , and to purchase state–contingent claims,Dt+1, which costEtrt+1Dt+1 dollars

and payDt+1 dollars in periodt+ 1 (i.e.,rt+1 is the price of a one–period contingent claim divided by the

probability of occurrence of that state). The household's budget constraint in the first market is then given

by

Tt +M c
t +Etfrt+1Dt+1g �Wt (2.a)

In the second market, goods and labor services are traded. The household purchases consumption goods at

a price ofPt dollars per unit using the money balances it held at the beginning of the goods market. Further,

the household has access to a linear technology that enables it to produce one unit of the consumption good

per unit of labor input. The household sells these consumption goods at a price ofPt dollars per unit and

since it cannot use sales revenues to purchase consumption goods in the current goods market its nominal

asset holdings at the beginning of periodt+ 1 are

Wt+1 = Dt+1 +M c
t � Ptct + Ptht (2.b)

Purchases of goods are subject to a cash-in-advance constraint of the form

M c
t � Ptct: (2.c)

The household chooses sequences forWt+1, Dt+1, M c
t , ht, andct, givenW0 > 0, so as to maximize (1)

subject toct, M c
t � 0, 0 � ht � 1, (2.a), (2.b), (2.c) and the following borrowing constraint that prevents it

from engaging in Ponzi schemes

Wt+1 � �q�1t+1

1X
j=1

Et+1fqt+j+1Pt+j � qt+jTt+jg (2.d)

the price in period0 of one dollar in periodt in a particular state of the world, which is defined as

qt � r1r2 � � � rt with q0 � 1:

The borrowing limit (2.d) ensures that in every state of the world private debt is not greater than the amount

an agent would be able to repay, which is equal to the present discounted value of the time endowment net

of taxes.

One can show that the set of sequencesfct; ht;M
c
t g satisfying the budget constraints (2.a)-(2.d) are

equivalent to the set of sequencesfct; ht;M c
t g satisfying the cash-in-advance constraint (2.c) and the fol-
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lowing present value budget constraint4

W0 +E0

1X
t=0

[qt+1htPt � qtTt] �

E0

1X
t=0

[(qt � qt+1)(M
c
t � Ptct) + qtptct]: (3)

From the first–order conditions of the household's optimization problem, consumption and hours must sat-

isfy
1

Ptct
rt+1 = �

1

Pt+1ct+1
(4)

�

1� ht
= �Et

Pt

Pt+1ct+1
: (5)

The first equation is a standard pricing equation for a one-step-ahead contingent claim, and equates the loss

in utility from buying a contingent claim today with the expected gain in utility realized from consuming its

pays off. The second equation is a labor supply equation and says that the disutility of working an extra hour

in periodt has to equal the utility derived from spending the wage on consumption goods in periodt+1. A

further requirement for optimality of the household's consumption, money demand, and labor plans is that

they satisfy the present value budget constraint, (3), with equality.

The government

We assume that the government issues only a riskless pure discount bond (i.e., a bond that pays off one

dollar in the following period regardless of the state realized) which is denoted byBt. The government

starts in period zero with some outstanding stock of debt,B�1. Its period–by–period budget constraint is

Mt +
Bt

Rt

= Bt�1 +Mt�1 + Ptg � Tt (6)

whereMt denotes the money supply,g denotes constant real government purchases, andRt denotes the

gross nominal interest rate paid on the riskless bond. The interest rate must satisfy

Rt =
1

Etrt+1
: (7)

The government, like households, is subject to a cash-in-advance constraint on its purchases of goods

M
g
t � Ptg:

The central element that distinguishes this paper from other studies of price level determination under

alternative monetary policy regimes is the specification of fiscal policy. We assume that the government is

subject to a balanced-budget requirement whereby the primary surplus must be equal to the interest payments

4See Woodford (1994).
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on the outstanding public debt

Tt � Ptg = Bt�1=Rt�1(Rt�1 � 1): (8)

This specification of the balanced budget rule implies that seignorage income cannot be used to finance

current spending or to pay interest on the debt. Combining (6) and (8) yields

Mt +
Bt

Rt

= Mt�1 +
Bt�1

Rt�1

; (9)

which says that total nominal government liabilities are constant over time; that is, under the balanced-

budget rule, changes in the stock of money are implemented exclusively through open market operations.

Throughout the paper, we maintain the same fiscal policy regime (i.e., a balanced budget requirement)

but consider three alternative monetary policy regimes: (i) a pure interest rate peg, (ii) a money supply

growth rate peg, and (iii) a feedback rule whereby the nominal interest rate is set as an increasing function

of the inflation rate. Under policy regimes (i) and (iii), the central bank sets the nominal interest rate by

fixing the price of the riskless one-period nominal bond and stands ready to exchange money for bonds

in any quantities demanded. This means thatMt andBt are endogenous. Under policy regime (ii), the

government specifies a deterministic path for the money supply, so thatBt andRt are endogenous.

Equilibrium

In equilibrium the product and money market clear,

ht = ct + g (10)

and

Mt = M c
t +Mg

t = M c
t + Ptg;

where the last equality follows from the assumption that the government's cash–in–advance constraint is

always binding. Because all agents are identical and government bonds are the only financial assets in

positive aggregate net supply, it must be the case that

Dt+1 = Bt:

In any equilibrium, the nominal interest rate must be non-negative. When the nominal interest rate is pos-

itive, the household's cash-in-advance constraint holds with equality,M c
t = Ptct, and when the nominal

interest rate is zero (Rt = 1), consumption is equal to the unconstrained optimum,

ct = ĉ � argmax[ln ct + � ln(1� ct � g)]:

Therefore, in any equilibrium

ct = min(ĉ;mt � g) (11)
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where

mt = Mt=Pt: (12)

Using the definitions

F (m) � �m=[1�min(m; ĉ+ g)];

and

G(m) � m=[min(m; ĉ+ g)� g];

and combining the market clearing conditions with the first order conditions (4) and (5) yields,

G(mt) rt+1 = �G(mt+1)Mt=Mt+1 (13)

and

F (mt) = �Et [G(mt+1)Mt=Mt+1] : (14)

Taking expected values of both sides of (13) and substituting (7) and (14) implies a demand for real balances

of the form

Rt =
G(mt)

F (mt)
: (15)

SinceG(:) is strictly decreasing andF (:) is strictly increasing inm for m � ĉ+ g, Rt is strictly decreasing

in mt for m � ĉ+ g. On the other hand, sinceG(m) = F (m) for m � ĉ+ g, m � ĉ+ g for R = 1.

From (13) we can express the present value deflator as

qt = �tM0=Mt

G(mt)

G(m0)
: (16)

Substituting the market clearing conditions into (3), which in equilibrium must hold with equality, yields

1X
t=0

E0(qt � qt+1)Mt = (M�1 +B�1) +
1X
t=0

E0qt(Ptg � Tt); (17)

Given (6), (17) is equivalent to

lim
t!1

E0 [qt(Mt +Bt=Rt) + (qt+1 � qt)Mt] = 0: (18)

Using (9) and (16) to eliminateMt +Bt=Rt andqt from this expression yields

lim
t!1

E0�
t
[G(mt)A0=Mt + F (mt)�G(mt)] = 0: (19)

whereA0 (�M�1 +B�1=R�1) denotes initial nominal government liabilities and is an initial condition in

period0. We assume thatA0 > 0.

A rational expectations equilibrium is a set of processesmt > 0, Mt > 0, andRt � 1 satisfying

(14), (15), (19), and one additional equation specifying the monetary policy regime. One can then uniquely
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determine consumption,ct, from (11); labor,ht, from (10); the price level,Pt, from (12); the pricing kernel,

rt+1, from (13); the present value deflator,qt, from (16); the stock of public debt,Bt=Rt, from (9); and

lump sum taxes,Tt, from (6).

3 Equilibrium under an Interest Rate Peg

The class of monetary policy regimes to be considered in this section are interest-rate pegs defined by the

choice of a constant nominal interest rate

Rt = R � 1:

We first analyze the case in which the nominal interest rate is set at zero (R = 1). This policy corresponds to

the optimal quantity of money because it eliminates any inefficiencies associated with holding money. Since

for m � ĉ + g, F (m) = G(m), it follows that whenRt = 1, anymt � ĉ + g solves (15). However, (19)

will not be satisfied by any of these solutions. Since in this caseF (m) = G(m), (19) simply requires that

limt!1E0�
tG(mt)=MtA0 = 0. Using (14) and (15) one can expressE0G(mt)=Mt as(�R)

�tG(m0)=M0

so that forR = 1 limt!1E0�
tE0G(mt)=MtA0 = G(m0)=M0A0 6= 0. Consequently, under a balanced

budget rule no rational expectations equilibrium exists when the nominal interest rate is pegged at zero, and

therefore the optimal quantity of money cannot be brought about.

Next, we show that when the nominal interest rate is pegged at a positive value, then a rational ex-

pectations equilibrium exists and the associated resource allocation is unique while the price level is inde-

terminate. Let the nominal interest rate be pegged at some positive valueR > 1. SinceG(m)=F (m) is

monotonically decreasing inm, strictly greater than one for allm < ĉ+ g, and equal to one form = ĉ+ g,

it follows from (15) that real balances are uniquely determined, that is,

mt = m 8t � 0 and g < m < ĉ+ g:

If R > 1, the household's cash-in-advance constraint is always binding and thereforectm�g for all t. From

market clearing in the product market it follows thatht = m. That is, under a pure interest rate peg with

R > 1 the real resource allocation is unique and consumption and hours are constant.

UsingE0[G(mt)A0=Mt] = (�R)
�tG(m0)A0=M0 andmt = m in (19) yields

lim
t!1

R�tA0 + �t(R�1 � 1)M0 = 0 (20)

This equation is satisfied for anyM0. Therefore, in equilibrium the price level in period0 is indeterminate,

P0 = M0=m. This represents the main result of this section, namely that a balanced budget rule combined

with a pure interest rate peg leads to nominal indeterminacy.

Perfect foresight equilibria

It is useful to characterize the evolution of real debt and real taxes under the monetary-fiscal regime consid-

ered in this section. To simplify matters, we will restrict the analysis to perfect foresight paths. GivenM0,
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the perfect foresight path ofMt is uniquely determined by (14) as

Mt = (�R)
tM0:

Using this expression and the fact that both total nominal government liabilities and real balances are con-

stant, real debt can be expressed as

bt � Bt=Pt = Rm(�R)
�tA0=M0 �Rm:

According to this expression, the stock of real debt depends on the initial money supplyM0 and is therefore

not unique. The long–run level of real debt depends on the level of the nominal interest rate. If the mon-

etary authority pegs the nominal interest rate at a value that exceeds the real interest rate (R > ��1), then

limt!1 bt = �Rm, so the real stock of debt converges to a finite (negative) value. That is, the government

ends up being a net lender to the public. Alternatively, if the monetary authority pegs the nominal interest

rate at a value below the real interest rate (1 < R < ��1), thenlimt!1 bt = 1, so the real stock of debt

grows without bound.5 The reason for this explosive behavior of real debt is that when�R < 1, the money

supply falls at the rate1 � �R and therefore seignorage income is negative. In turn, these losses must be

financed with new debt because, according to the balanced budget rule, the government is only allowed to

raise taxes to cover government spending and interest on the outstanding debt. However, private agents are

willing to hold the ever increasing government debt because they face a path of real lump-sum taxes,�t,

which is also increasing over time

�t = Tt=Pt = g + bt�1=R(R� 1)=(�R):

Allowing for fiscal surpluses

In this subsection we consider balanced-budget rules that allow for positive secondary surpluses. This type

of rules are clearly more realistic than our baseline specification of a zero secondary surplus.6 Suppose that

the fiscal authority were to set exogenously the time path of the (non-negative) secondary surplus.7 For

simplicity we assume that either the real secondary surplus,st, is exogenous and bounded above bys or that

the nominal secondary surplus,St = Ptst, is exogenous and bounded above byS. Under either assumption

the fiscal policy rule takes the form

Tt � Ptg � (Rt�1 � 1)Bt�1=Rt�1 = St:

5Note that although the real stock of debt is increasing over time, its present discounted value (limt!1 �
t
bt) is zero.

6For example, the proposed balanced budget amendment that was passed in January 1995 by the U.S. House of Representatives
allows for positive secondary surpluses.

7The requirement of an, at least sometimes, strictly positive secondary surplus by itself is not a complete description of the fiscal
policy regime. Further restrictions on the way in which the secondary surplus is brought about are necessary.
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Substituting this specification of the balanced budget rule in the government's sequential budget constraint

(6), the evolution of total nominal government liabilities,Mt +Bt=Rt, becomes

Mt +
Bt

Rt

= Mt�1 +
Bt�1

Rt�1

� St = : : : = A0 �

tX
j=0

Sj :

Using this expression to eliminateMt +Bt=Rt in the transversality condition (18) yields

lim
t!1

E0

2
4qt(A0 �

tX
j=0

Sj) + (qt+1 � qt)Mt

3
5 = 0; (21)

which together with (16) replaces equilibrium condition (19).

Suppose thatR = 1. In this caseEtqt+j=qt = R�j = 1, thusE0(qt+1 � qt)Mt = 0 andE0qt = 1.

Consequently (21) simplifies to

A0 = lim
t!1

E0qt

tX
j=0

Sj) = 0 (22)

We first analyze the case that the real secondary surplus is exogenous and deterministic. From (15) it

follows that in any equilibriummt � ĉ+ g, which implies, by (16), thatG(mt) = mt=ĉ andqt = �tP0=Pt

so thatE0qt
Pt

j=0 Pjsj = �tP0
Pt

j=0E0Pj=Ptsj = �tP0
Pt

j=0 �
j�tsj, where the last equality follows

from Pj=Pt = �j�tqt=qj and from the fact that ifR = 1, E0qt=qj = 1 for any t � j � 0. Thus (22)

becomes

A0 = P0 lim
t!1

tX
j=0

�jsj:

Since
Pt

j=0 �
jsj is monotonically increasing and bounded above bys=(1 � �), it converges to some finite

positive values. Therefore the transversality condition will be satisfied only if

P0 = (1� �)A0=s;

that is, the transversality condition uniquely determines the equilibrium price level. However, the initial

money supply is indeterminate, anyM0 that satisfiesM0 � (ĉ+ g)A0P0 is an equilibrium. From this result

it follows that under a balanced budget requirement in which the secondary real surplus is deterministic

and strictly positive in at least one period, (i) an equilibrium consistent with the optimal quantity of money

exists and (ii) the associated price level is unique. The reason why an equilibrium consistent with the optimal

quantity of money exists when the real secondary surplus is positive and does not exist when the secondary

surplus is exactly zero period by period is the following. In equilibrium the ratio of the government's initial

nominal liabilities to the initial price level must be equal to the present discounted value of real primary

surpluses.

If R = 1, the real primary surplus is equal to the real secondary surplus because interest payments

on the debt are zero. Therefore, if the real secondary deficit is positive in at least one period, the present

discounted value of real primary surpluses is also positive. Consequently, there is a unique price level which
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makes the real value of the initial nominal government liabilities equal to this present discounted value. If,

however, the secondary surplus is equal to zero period by period, the real primary surplus is also equal to

zero. This implies that unless the initial government liabilities are equal to zero, there exists no price level

which makes the real value of the government's initial nominal liabilities equal to the present discounted

value of real primary surpluses.

Assume now that the nominal secondary surplus is exogenous and deterministic, then (22) becomes

A0 = lim
t!1

tX
j=0

Sj

But this will certainly not be true for any arbitrary path of the nominal secondary surplus. Further, even if the

sequence of nominal secondary surpluses satisfied the above condition, the price level would be indetermi-

nate. Therefore we conclude that under a balanced budget requirement a rational expectations equilibrium

consistent with the optimal quantity of money may or may not exist, and even if it does exist the price

level may or may not be determinate depending on the particular implementation of the balanced budget

requirement.

Now suppose thatR > 1. In this case, (12) implies that real balances are uniquely determined and

constant over time,mt = m�. With real balances uniquely determined, the real allocation is also uniquely

determined. Usingmt = m�, Etqt+1=qt = Etrt+1 = R�1, and (16), one can express the last term on the

left side of (21),E0(qt+1 � qt)Mt, as(R�1 � 1)�tM0 which converges to zero ast converges to infinity.

ReplacingE0qt by R�t yieldsE0qtA0 = R�tA0, which implies that the first term on the left side of (21)

converges to zero ast converges to infinity. Thus (21) becomes

lim
t!1

E0qt

tX
j=0

Sj = 0: (23)

Assuming that the real secondary surplus is exogenous and using the facts thatqt = �tM0=Mt and

E0Mj=Mt = (�R)
j�t the left side of (23) can be written as

E0qt

tX
j=0

Sj = lim
t!1

E0�
tM0

Mt

tX
j=0

Pjsj

= lim
t!1

�t
M0

m�

tX
j=0

E0

Mj

Mt

sj

� lim
t!1

�t
M0

m�

tX
j=0

E0

Mj

Mt

s

= lim
t!1

�t
M0s

m�

tX
j=0

(�R)
j�t

= lim
t!1

R�t
M0s

m�

1� (�R)
t+1

1� �R

= 0;
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This shows that the transversality condition is satisfied for any value ofM0 and hence the initial money

supply is indeterminate. The initial price level, being equal toM0=m
�, is thus also indeterminate.

Alternatively, if the nominal secondary surplus is exogenous, the left side of (23) can be written as

lim
t!1

E0qt

tX
j=0

Sj � lim
t!1

E0qt

tX
j=0

S

= lim
t!1

S tE0qt

= lim
t!1

S tR�t

= 0;

where we used the facts thatSj is bounded and thatE0qt = R�t. This implies that the transversality condi-

tion will be satisfied regardless of the value ofM0 and hence the initial price level is again indeterminate. It

follows that our earlier finding that ifR > 1 the price level is indeterminate, also holds when the balanced

budget requirement is implemented through a fiscal policy in which the secondary surplus is exogenous and

positive.

Related literature

We close this section by comparing our results to those obtained under a fiscal policy in which the primary

surplus is exogenous. Specifically, as mentioned earlier, Auernheimer and Contreras (1994), Sims (1994),

and Woodford (1994) find that if the paths of government purchases and taxes are exogenous, then the price

level is uniquely determined under an interest rate peg. To see this, use equations (7) and (16) and the

fact that forR > 1 real balances are constant (by the liquidity preference equation (15)), to express the

transversality condition (17) as

1X
t=0

�tM0(1�R�1 +E0(�t � gt)=m) = M�1 +B�1:

When the process for the primary surplus,�t � gt, is exogenous, this equation implies thatM0 is only a

function of the predetermined variablesM�1 andB�1 and of the present discounted value of current and

expected future primary surpluses. Consequently,M0 is uniquely determined and thus so is the price level

P0 = M0=m. Comparing this result with the one obtained under a balanced budget rule, it follows that

given the monetary policy regime, the adoption of a balanced budget rule has important consequences for

price stability. Under the monetary policy considered here, a fiscal policy shift whereby a policy in which

the real primary surplus is set exogenously is replaced by a balanced budget policy in which the secondary

surplus is set exogenously would result in the loss of the nominal anchor.
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4 Equilibrium under a Money Growth Rate Peg

Under the monetary policy regime to be considered in this section the government sets a constant growth

rate� > 0 for the money supply

Mt = �tM0: (24)

Given the money growth rate peg, (14) reduces to

F (mt) =
�

�
EtG(mt+1) (25)

and the transversality condition (19) becomes

lim
t!1

�tE0

h
G(mt)�

�tA0 + (F (mt)�G(mt))M0

i
= 0: (26)

GivenA0 andM0, a rational expectations equilibrium is a stochastic processfmtg satisfying (25) and (26).

Steady state equilibria

We first analyze the existence of steady state equilibria, that is, non-stochastic equilibria with constant real

balances. Clearly, a steady state equilibrium does not exist if� � � because in that case no constant value

of real balances satisfies (26). This means that the policy maker cannot bring about the efficient allocation,

or optimal quantity of money, by setting the money growth rate to� � 1.8 Combining this result with the

one obtained in the previous section, we conclude that under a balanced budget requirement an interest rate

peg as well as a money growth rate peg equilibrium may fail to be consistent with the optimal quantity of

money advocated by Milton Friedman. This result is a consequence of the particular fiscal policy we are

analyzing. For example, Woodford (1994) shows that for a fiscal policy in which the real primary surplus

is positive and exogenous a steady state equilibrium consistent with the optimal quantity of money exists

under a pure interest rate peg. He also shows that for a fiscal policy in which the stock of public debt is zero

and government purchases are exogenous a steady state equilibrium consistent with the optimal quantity of

money exists under a money growth rate peg.

In what follows, we assume that the growth rate of the money supply exceeds the discount factor (� >

�). Given this assumption, any constant value ofm satisfies (26). So the question of whether a steady state

equilibrium exists and whether it is unique, reduces to studying solutions to (25) in whichmt = mt+1 = m�

for all t

F (m�
) =

�

�
G(m�

): (27)

For g < m < g + ĉ, G(m) is monotonically decreasing, andF (m) is monotonically increasing. For

8If the balanced budget rule allows for surpluses, a steady–state equilibrium consistent with the optimal quantity of money
may exist. To see this, note that if� = �, then (16) implies that in steady stateqt = qt+1 = 1 and (15) together with (25)
implies thatRt = 1. From (18) it then follows thatlimt!1(Mt + Bt) must be equal to zero in a steady–state equilibrium. As
limt!1Mt = limt!1 �

t
M0 = 0, this requires thatlimt!1Bt = 0 as well. This could certainly be the case but it does not

need to be: a balanced budget rule does not necessarily imply that the stock of public debt converges to zero.

12



m � ĉ + g, F (m) = G(m), and since�=� < 1 the left-hand side of (27) is greater than the right-hand

side of (27) (figure 1). Asm approachesg from above, the right-hand side of (27) becomes larger than the

left-hand side becauseG(m) converges to1 whileF (m) converges to�g=(1� g); therefore, there exists a

unique solutionm� to (27) satisfyingg < m� < g + ĉ. Sincem� < g + ĉ, the consumer's cash-in-advance

constraint is binding in any steady state equilibrium and from (15) the nominal interest rate,R� � 1, is

positive and equal to�=� � 1 > 0. Because real balances are constant in steady state, the inflation rate

is also constant and equal to the growth rate of the money supply,�. Using the fact that total nominal

government liabilities (Mt + Bt=Rt = A0), real balances, and the nominal interest rate are constant, real

debt can be expressed as

bt = ��tR�m�A0=M0 �R�m�:

Hence, if the money growth rate is negative (� < 1), then the real stock of debt associated with the steady-

state equilibrium grows without bounds. If, on the other hand, the money growth rate is positive (� � 1),

then the long-run real stock of debt is finite (and negative for� > 1).

Non–steady–state equilibria

We make the following assumption regarding preferences and the size of government purchases

F (g) < �=� inf
m>g

G(m): (A1)

This assumption is satisfied for any value of� for which private consumption exceeds government con-

sumption in the steady-state equilibrium. The following proposition shows that if (A1) is satisfied, thenmt

is bounded above and below (away fromg) in any equilibrium. In particular, equilibria in which the private

sector ends up completely demonetized are ruled out.

Proposition 4.1 Suppose that preferences satisfy (A1) and that� > �, then there exists a lower boundm,

g < m < ĉ+ g, such thatmt � m at all times in any equilibrium, and there exists an upper boundm <1

such thatmt � m at all times in any equilibrium.

Proof: The proof of this proposition, which draws heavily on the proof of proposition 5 in Woodford (1994),

is presented in the appendix

Proposition 4.1 establishes that in any equilibrium there are at most bounded fluctuations. This result de-

pends crucially on the balanced-budget requirement and the assumption of a positive initial stock of gov-

ernment debt. For an alternative fiscal policy, one in which the stock of debt and government purchases are

zero, Woodford (1994) proves that Proposition 4.1 holds for non-negative money growth rates (� � 1) but

not for negative money growth rates(� < � < 1). In particular, he shows that for negative money growth

rates speculative hyperdeflations are possible. The existence of the lower bound for real balancesm, and

hence the impossibility of speculative hyperinflations, in our setup is due to the fact that under our fiscal

policy government purchases are positive, exogenous, and subject to a cash-in-advance constraint which

prevents the price level from growing (in the long run) at a faster rate than the money supply. However,

the reason why we can rule out speculative hyperinflations is not simply a consequence of this aspect of
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our fiscal policy specification. Even if government purchases and the initial stock of debt were zero, as in

Woodford, our log-linear preference specification would rule out the existence of speculative hyerinflations.

If (A1) is replaced by the slightly stronger assumption that

g <
�

��
� ; (A2)

then one can show that the steady-state equilibrium is the unique rational expectations equilibrium. As-

sumption (A2) is still satisfied whenever private consumption exceeds government consumption in steady

state.9 Some simple algebra shows that if (A2) holds, thenm = ĉ + g. Consider first the existence of

perfect-foresight non-steady state equilibria. Assuming thatmt � ĉ + g for all t, (25) can be solved for

mt+1 as a function ofmt

mt+1 =
gmt

(1 + )mt � 
� f(mt): (28)

If � > � and ifmt is bounded, the transversality condition (26) is always satisfied. Therefore, if (A2) holds,

any sequencefmtg that satisfies (28) andm � mt � m constitutes a perfect foresight equilibrium.

Proposition 4.2 If � > � and assumption (A2) is satisfied, then there exists a unique perfect foresight

equilibriummt = m� for all t.

Proof: Since theg; �, and� that satisfy (A2) also satisfy (A1) it follows from our analysis of steady state

equilibria that a steady state equilibriumm� exists, that it is unique and that it satisfiesg < m� < ĉ + g.

Suppose there exists another perfect foresight equilibriumfmtg with m0 < m�. Let ~mt = m2t, t � 0;

From (28) it follows that~mt+1 = (g2 ~mt)=((1+)(g�) ~mt+2). (A2) andm0 < m� imply thatf ~mtg is a

monotonically decreasing sequence, and Proposition 4.1 implies that it is bounded below bym. Therefore,

the sequencef ~mtg must converge to some~m, with m � ~m < m�. Being a limit, ~m must solve~m =

(g2 ~m)=((1+)(g�) ~m+2). The only non-zero solution to this equation is~m = (+ g)=(1+) = m�,

which is a contradiction. By a similar argument one can show that there does not exist a perfect foresight

equilibrium withm0 > m�. Hence the unique perfect foresight equilibrium ismt = m� for all t

This proposition can be used to show that the only rational expectations equilibrium is the steady state.

Proposition 4.3 If � > � and assumption (A2) is satisfied, then there exists a unique rational expectations

equilibriummt = m� for all t.

Proof: Suppose there exists another rational expectations equilibrium withmt > m� for somet. LetmP
t+j �

f j(mt), wheref(:) is defined by (28). It follows that there exists an even integerJ such that for alls � J

mP
t+s 2 [m;m] andg < mP

t+J+1 < m. Note thatm� > mP
t+1 and thatP (mt+1 � mP

t+1) > 0 because

EtG(mt+1) = G(mP
t+1) andG(:) is strictly decreasing. Further, let�t+s = P (mt+s � mP

t+sjmt+s�1 �

mP
t+s�1), if s is even, and let�t+s = P (mt+s � mP

t+sjmt+s�1 � mP
t+s�1), if s is odd. The probabilities

�t+s are strictly positive for alls � J . To see this, assume first thatmt+s�1 � mP
t+s�1, then sinceF (m) is

9(A1) is satisfied whenever�g < �=�

1��=�
. (A2) is stronger than (A1) because�=�

1��=�
> �=�.
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strictly increasing,F (mt+s�1) � F (mP
t+s�1); using (25) this implies thatEt+s�1G(mt + s) � G(mP

t+s)

and, since G(.) is strictly decreasing, this implies that�t+s > 0. Similarly if mt+s�1 � mP
t+s�1, then

Et+s�1G(mt+s) � G(mP
t+s) and hence�t+s > 0. Next, note that

P (mt+J � mP
t+J) = �t+JP (mt+J�1 � mP

t+J�1) +

(1� �t+J )P (mt+J�1 > mP
t+J�1)

� �t+JP (mt+J�1 � mP
t+J�1)

� : : :

�

JY
s=2

�t+sP (mt+1 � mP
t+1)

> 0:

Suppose thatmt+J � mP
t+J , then

�

�
Et+JG(mt+J+1) = F (mt+J)

� F (mP
t+J)

=
�

�
G(mP

t+J+1)

Sinceg < mP
t+J+1 < m andG(:) is monotone decreasing form 2 (g;m], this implies that

P (mt+J+1 < mjmt+J � mP
t+J) > 0:

But by Proposition 4.1 this can never be true in any equilibrium. Therefore, in any equilibriummt+J <

mP
t+J with probability one. But this is a contradiction because we just showed that ifmt > m�, then

the probability thatmt+J � mP
t+J is strictly positive. Hence, there does not exist a rational expectations

equilibrium withmt > m� at anyt. Similarly, one can show that no rational expectations equilibrium exists

with mt < m� at somet, and therefore the unique rational expectations equilibrium ismt = m� for all t

5 Equilibrium under a Feedback Rule

The monetary policy regimes we have analyzed thus far — a pure interest rate peg and a pure money growth

rate peg — share the characteristic of being insensitive to current economic conditions. By contrast, the

monetary policy we consider in this section allows for feedback from endogenous variables. We assume that

the monetary authority responds to increases in inflation by raising the nominal interest rate. Specifically,

the monetary authority is assumed to set the nominal interest rate according to the following feedback rule

Rt = R+ �(�t � �R) � > 0; R � 1; (29)
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where�t (� Pt=Pt�1) denotes the gross rate of inflation. Under this monetary policy regime the quantity of

money and bonds is endogenous, as is the case under a pure interest rate peg discussed in section three.

In what follows we restrict the analysis to perfect foresight equilibria. Expressing�t asmt�1=mt

Mt=Mt�1 and using (15), the feedback rule can be written as

G(mt)

F (mt)
= R(1� ��) + �

mt�1

mt

Mt

Mt�1

: (30)

Using (14) to eliminateMt+1=Mt, the above equation can be written as

G(m0)

F (m0)
= R(1� ��) + �

m�1

m0

M0

M�1

and (31)

G(mt+1)

F (mt+1)
= R(1� ��) + ��

mt

mt+1

G(mt+1)

F (mt)
; allt � 0: (32)

In perfect foresight, the transversality condition (19) becomes

lim
t!1

�t [G(mt)(A0=Mt � 1) + F (mt)] = 0: (33)

A perfect foresight equilibrium consists of a set of sequencesfmt;Mtg satisfyingmt;Mt > 0, (14), (31)-

(33) givenA0;m�1;M�1.

Using the definitions ofF (:) andG(:) equation (32) is a simple first order linear difference equation

min[mt+1; ĉ+ g] = a+ bmin[mt; ĉ+ g] (34)

with

a =
(1� ��)(1 + �Rg)

1 + �R(1� ��)

and

b =
��

1 + �R(1� ��)
:

ForR > 1, this difference equation has a unique constant solution

m�
=

1 + �Rg

1 + �R
2 (g; ĉ + g):

and forR = 1 it has a continuum of constant solutionsm�
� ĉ+ g.

Evaluating (30) atmt = mt+1 = m�, it follows that both the steady-state gross money growth rate,

Mt=Mt�1, and the steady-state gross inflation rate are equal to�R. Evaluating the feedback rule (29) at

�t = �R implies thatR is the steady-state nominal interest rate. The fact that the steady-state money growth

rate is�R and implies that the transversality condition (33) will be satisfied ifR > 1 but will not be satisfied

if R = 1; that is, no steady state equilibrium exists forR = 1. Accordingly, for the remainder of this section

we assume thatR > 1. Note that the steady-state level of real balances is independent of� and that it is

identical to the level of real balances obtained under a pure interest rate peg.
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Figure 2 plots the right and left hand sides of (34) as functions ofm. The upper left panel displays

the case0 < b < 1, which is equivalent to�� < 1. For anym0 2 (g;1), (34) implies a sequence of

real balances that converges monotonically to the steady statem�. Givenm0, equation (31) determines the

nominal money supply in the initial period,M0. Clearly,M0 will be strictly positive for anym0 2 (g;1),

if, in addition to�� < 1, the conditionR(1 � ��) < 1 is satisfied. So among the many possible perfect

foresight equilibria there are some in which initial real balances are arbitrarily large and the initial nominal

interest rate is zero. If, on the other hand,R � 1=(1 � ��), thenM0 will be strictly positive only if

m0 <
1+g�R(1���)

1+�R(1���)
2 (m�; ĉ+ g). This implies that in this case, the nominal interest rate is always positive

along the perfect foresight path and real balances are always below the minimum level consistent with the

efficient allocation (mt < ĉ + g). To summarize, when the monetary authority follows a feedback rule for

the nominal interest rate that is not very sensitive to current inflation (�� < 1), both the price level and

the real allocation are indeterminate. By comparison under a pure interest rate peg the price level is also

indeterminate but the real allocation is unique. In this sense the feedback rule can make the indeterminacy

problem worse.

The lower left panel of figure 2 displays the caseb 2 (�1; 0), that is,�� > (1 + �R)=(�R � 1) and

�R > 1. In this case there is a continuum of perfect foresight equilibria converging to the steady statem� in

an oscillating fashion.10 Again, the price level and the real allocation are indeterminate. Interestingly, in this

case the indeterminacy occurs for a very `active' monetary policy. In models in which in equilibrium the

marginal utility of consumption is constant or exogenous —as in the money-in-the-utility-function model

with separable single-period preferences studied by Leeper (1991)—the standard result is that the higher the

elasticity of the feedback rule the less likely it is that the equilibrium is indeterminate.

The upper right panel of figure 2 shows the caseb > 1, which occurs when1 < �� < 1 + 1=(�R),

and the lower right panel shows the caseb < �1 which occurs when either�� > 1 + 1=(�R) and�R <

1 or 1 + 1=(�R) < �� < (1 + 1=(�R))=(1 � 1=(�R)) and �R > 1. In these cases the only perfect

foresight equilibrium is the steady state,mt = m� for all t, because for anym0 6= m� the sequence of real

balances implied by (34) either violates the lower boundg or is such that at some point the right hand side

of (34) exceedŝc + g. The determinacy of equilibrium whenjbj > 1 demonstrates that under a balanced-

budget requirement the monetary authority can bring about nominal stability without directly controlling the

monetary aggregate.

Figure 3 summarizes the relation between price level determinacy and the elasticity of the feedback rule

�. It shows with open dots the pairs (R;��) for which the price level is determinate and with solid dots the

pairs for which the price level is indeterminate. Given the steady-state nominal interest rate, both relatively

insensitive and very sensitive feedback rules generate indeterminacy of the perfect foresight equilibrium,

and for intermediate degrees of sensitivity the equilibrium is unique. At the same time, given the sensitivity

of the feedback rule, the higher the nominal interest rate the more likely it is that the perfect foresight

equilibrium is indeterminate.

10The initial real balancesm0 must satisfym0 � max[g; (ĉ+ g � a)=b] andm0 < (g � a)=b if (g � a)=b < ĉ+ g.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we argue that a balanced-budget rule has important implications for the determinacy of the

price level. Using a standard cash-in-advance framework we find that if the balanced budget rule is coupled

with an interest rate peg, the price level is indeterminate, whereas if it is coupled with a money growth rate,

the price level is determinate. We also find that if the balanced budget rule is coupled with a feedback rule

whereby the nominal interest rate is an increasing function of the inflation rate, the determinacy of the price

level depends on the responsiveness of the feedback rule. For both little and highly sensitive feedback rules,

the price level is indeterminate, whereas for moderately responsive feedback rules the price level is unique.

The results of this paper suggest that one largely ignored aspect of balanced-budget fiscal policy rules

is their implications for price level determinacy. For a given monetary policy regime the price level can be

determinate under some fiscal policy regime but indeterminate under a balanced budget requirement and

vice versa. Therefore, any discussion on the macroeconomic consequences of balanced budget rules should

take into account its implications for nominal stability.

Our finding that for certain monetary policy specifications a balanced budget rule leads to nominal

instability complements our earlier work on the macroeconomic consequences of balanced-budget rules,

Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (1996), where we show that in a standard neoclassical growth model without

money such a fiscal policy may lead to real instability by allowing for equilibria in which expectations of

future tax increases can be self-fulfilling.

The study of the implications of balanced budget rules for nominal stability presented in this paper could

be extended in several directions. First, it would be worth studying how the results are modified in a model

augmented with nominal frictions such as sticky prices. Second, expanding the set of monetary policies

might provide additional insights into the restrictions that the particular fiscal policy studied in this paper

imposes on the conduct of monetary policy. In the context of a model with nominal rigidities the family of

Taylor rules, that is, feedback rules whereby the nominal interest rate depends not only on current inflation

but also on the output gap, are especially interesting from an empirical point of view. Lastly, the period-by-

period balanced-budget rule we consider is an obvious starting point, but there are certainly more realistic

specifications, such as rules that require the budget to be balanced over non-overlapping intervals of more

than one period.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 4.1

We first prove the existence of the lower boundm. Define

m � inf

�
m � g

����F (m) � �=� inf
m0�g

G(m0
)

�

Note thatm > g by (A1). Sincem � ĉ + g, impliesF (m) = G(m) > �=�G(m); one must have

m < ĉ+ g. Supposemt < m, this would require that

F (mt) < �=� inf
m0>g

G(m0
) � �=�Et[G(mt+1)]

contradicting (25). Therefore,mt � m in any equilibrium. Next we show the existence of the upper bound

m. Define

m � max

(
�=� ĉ sup

m�m�ĉ+g

G(m); ĉ+ g

)
:

The fact thatG(m) is continuous on the compact interval[m; ĉ+ g] implies thatm <1. The definition

of m furthermore implies that for allm in the interval[m; ĉ+ g],

G(m) � �=�
m

ĉ
(35)

Observe also that for all̂c+ g < m � m,

G(m) = m
1

ĉ
� m

1

ĉ
� �=�m

1

ĉ

Thus (35) holds for allm in the intervalm � m � m. Now suppose that at some datemt � m: It follows

that

mt

ĉ
= F (mt) =

�

�
Et[G(mt+1)]

=
�

�
Pt(mt+1 � m)Et[G(mt+1)jmt+1 � m] +

�

�
Pt(mt+1 > m)Et[G(mt+1)jmt+1 > m]

� Pt(mt+1 � m)m
1

ĉ
+
�

�
Pt(mt+1 > m)Et[mt+1jmt+1 > m]

1

ĉ

=
m

ĉ
� Pt(mt+1 > m)

m

ĉ
+
�

�
Pt(mt+1 > m)Et[mt+1jmt+1 > m]

1

ĉ

�
m

ĉ
+
�

�
Pt(mt+1 > m)

1

ĉ
[Et(mt+1jmt+1 > m)�m]

=
m

ĉ
+
�

�
Et[max(mt+1 �m; 0)]

1

ĉ

wherePt(: : :) denotes the probability of the event in question conditional upon information available at time
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t. In deriving these equalities and inequalities we have used (25), (35), and the fact thatmt+1 � m with

probability one. Then for any value ofmt, it follows that

Et[max(mt+1 �m; 0)] � �=�max(mt �m; 0):

SinceG(mt+T ) � (1=ĉ)max(mt+T �m; 0) it follows thatEtG(mt+T ) � (1=ĉ)(�=�)T max[mt �m; 0].

As a result (26) can be written as

lim
T!1

�TEt

�
G(mt+T )(

At

�T
�Mt) +

�

�
G(mt+T+1)Mt

�
� max[mt �m; 0]

At

ĉ
:

which is violated whenevermt > m. Hence, there can be no equilibrium in whichmt > m
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Figure 1

Money Growth Rate Peg

(� > � and (A2))
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mt
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�mt

1�min(mt; ĉ+ g)
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Figure 2

Feedback Rule:Rt = R+ �(�t � �R)
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Figure 3

Relationship between Price Level Determinacy and values of� andR

o price level is determinate

� price level is indeterminate

R

α β

1

1
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